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Foreword
India is finally coming to terms with the disruptive effects of demonetisation, and goods and services tax (GST),
and has reclaimed its place as one of the fastest-growing major economies in the world. The growth in Indian GDP,
coupled with rising working population, higher income in the hands of middle class, and rising disposable income and
per capita income, drives the consumer and retail markets in India.
Indian retailers are evolving and so are the preferences and buying behaviour of consumers. Today’s consumers are
extremely agile, volatile, and demanding. Their preferences are changing due to the changing lifestyle, better access
to different types of data, and advancement in technologies. They prefer healthier variants of food products. They
are tech-savvy and more aware of the brands they are using. They seek comfort and want everything at the click of a
button, driving the sunrise sectors of e-commerce and m-commerce.
Retailers and dealers need to reinvent their marketing strategies and think of innovative ways to KNOW their
consumers better and meet their changing requirements. The launch of new technologies, such as artificial
intelligence, chat bots, augmented reality and virtual reality, and machine learning, has empowered retailers
to enhance buying experience of consumers and transform their buying journey. Now retailers can easily use
tribetailing—a retail strategy—to identify their niche consumers on the basis of their buying history and behaviour,
and create targeted marketing strategies and offerings for them.
Retailers and dealers use all channels, including print, media, digital, radio, and social media, to connect with
consumers and ‘trigger’ the purchase of products, with digital remaining the main disruptor. They also face pressure
to create a better image in the market. Modern consumers easily develop a negative perception about companies
whose manufacturing and other processes are not sustainable and environment-friendly. They can frequently
switch brands, keeping retailers on their toes. Winning loyalty of such difficult consumers is quite a task and call for
ingenious ways, such as exclusive discounts for members, reward points, and priority services.
This report delves into the nuances of the customer buying behaviors and the influencers on the entire buying
journey. The report also focuses on certain innovations and strategies, which brands can emulate to entice and retain
customers throughout the buying journey.
We believe that ‘consumers are more than ever, alert, agile, and aware’ and hence, it is important to
‘KNOW YOUR CONSUMER’.
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Introduction
The Indian economy’s growth rate has surpassed the global average and
presents immense opportunities for the retail sector in the near future.
The country’s GDP has been growing at a much higher rate compared
with that of the US and China. High GDP, along with the increasing
number of Indian households, rising consumers’ spend capacity, and
expanding mobile economy, is expected to offer a lot of growth
opportunities to the Indian retail industry. Retailers are gearing up to
tap these opportunities using a combination of in-depth consumer
knowledge, strategic positioning, and application of technology.
The emergence of a new era of consumer markets has put
the Indian retail industry at the forefront of India’s growth
story. Target marketing, digital marketing strategies, use of
technology, and application of data analytics continue to
increase in importance, and challenge tested methods and
strategies.
Besides an already sizeable and growing urban market, a
large rural consumer base and the continuing growth of
e-commerce are influencing strategies in the Indian retail
sector. Thus, retailers have to be proactive and adopt
strategies to cater to this large and informed consumer
base. With a change in consumer behaviour, retailers have
been seen replacing traditional mass market strategies
with targeted strategies formed using insights driven from
consumer data. Needless to say, retailers’ growth now largely
depends on how effectively they can mine and analyse
consumer data, and build effective strategies around
them. Although the primary goals of retail businesses—to
inform, influence, and enable customers—largely remain
unchanged, they focus on designing innovative marketing
strategies. These strategies place the central emphasis on
consumers, and provide them unparalleled experiences.
This thought leadership defines the basics of not
just KNOWing your consumers but also gaining a
deep understanding of their shopping behaviour
and patterns. It provides a peek into innovations that
retailers across the globe have engaged with to influence
their consumer base. Furthermore, the research highlights
how retailers could adopt and implement futuristic
technologies, as core inputs for specific market strategies.
Video and voice content are expected to revamp the retail journey
across the country and globally. Thus, focusing on content to connect
with consumers becomes more important. The examples and case
studies mentioned in this thought paper provide a glimpse of the new
future for the retail industry.
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Knowledge of
the markets
Overview of the Indian economy
After demonetisation and the introduction of GST, the Indian economy started showing signs of recovery in FY18. It
reported 7.1 percent growth in GDP and surpassed the Chinese economy to become the fastest-growing global economy
in 2018, providing a fresh impetus to the Indian retail industry. By 2023, the country’s GDP is expected to grow at 7.7
percent, significantly higher than global numbers. In comparison, China and the US are expected to record relatively low
GDP growth of 5.6 percent and 1.6 percent, respectively, by 2021.

India is one of the fastest-growing major economies globally.
Real GDP growth (%)

GDP FY2023F

7.7%

GDP FY2023F

5.6%
GDP 2018

GDP FY2023F

7.1%

1.6%

India

India
India GDP
expected to
increase
08

China

US

In comparison, growth in
GDP of China and the US will
be relatively less (2021F)
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Economy growth
FY2019

3.3%

Global economy

7.3%

India economy

Global economy is expected to grow by 3.3 percent in FY19,
compared with 7.3 percent growth of the Indian economy.

This high GDP growth rate is expected to lead to the growth of the manufacturing, construction,
and services industries. This, coupled with larger opportunities for investment and business,
favourable macroeconomic indicators, and rapid growth in consumption, are likely to drive the
consumer and retail markets.

Source: International Monetary Fund (IMF), accessed in July 2019
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The country’s strong demographics also work in its favour. Median age in India is relatively lower than that in major countries
globally; the proportion of working population is higher in India.

Median age
Median age by country
40.5

39.6

37.4

38.1

32
27.9

India

27.1

Brazil

Russia

China

South Africa

UK

US

Source: CIA World Factbook, accessed August 2019

The young population and median age in the country is expected to present strong growth dynamics for the consumer industries as
a whole.

Growth drivers of the retail market
India is Asia’s third-largest retail market and the world’s fourth-largest after the US, China, and Japan.
Indian retail market
- by value (US$ billion)
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This growth is attributable mainly to rising consumption due to many factors, some of which are mentioned below.
Rising working population
Increase in working population is expected to lead to higher income.
1,705
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•• India has a median age
of 27, which is relatively
lower than the median
age in major economies
of the world.
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*Working population: All people between the age group of 15-64
Source: UNDP Asia Pacific HDR 2016; Census India, World Bank, MoSPI, Make in India, accessed in April 2018

As the working population increases faster than the overall population of the country, this is expected to lead to greater income in
the hands of the consumers, thus driving consumption.
Increasing number of households
The increasing number of households with a reducing household size is expected to increase demand.
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Source: UNDP Asia Pacific HDR 2016; Census India, World Bank, MoSPI, Make in India, accessed in April 2018

Increasing number of households directly reflects the potential for increased consumption.
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Rising per capita income
Per capita income is expected to increase at a CAGR of 10.2 percent to reach INR 2,66,500 by 2025.
Per capita income (INR)

2,66,500

CAGR 10.2%
1,69,000

1,11,085
91,780

2010

2016

2020F

2026F

Source: Media articles

Steady growth in household earnings is expected to further drive consumption growth. India’s burgeoning middle-income
households are likely to drive an increase in discretionary spend and create a shift in consumption patterns.

Increasing disposable income
Increase in disposable income is increasing consumption, leading to a rising proportion of discretionary spends.

US$ 620 Bn

US$ 1,235 Bn

US$ 4,000 Bn

40%

34%

25%
10%

12%
12%

Basic
expenses
Food, beverages, &
tobacco

20%

Housing & utilities

19%
19%
6%
10%

Transport
13%

9%
11%

14%
5%

5%
4%
4%

5%
6%
4%

9%

2007

2015

2025

4%

Discretionary
expenses
Share expected
to rise from
35 percent in
2015 to 45 percent
in 2025

Healthcare
Personal products
& services
Apparel
Education &
entertainment
Furnishing

Source: NITI Aayog, MOSPI, Deloitte analysis

Consumers’ discretionary spending is also increasing with increasing disposable incomes. This implies consumers becoming
more conscious of the brands and their social status, and leads to increased purchases of products in the apparel, footwear and
accessories, personal care products, home decor, furnishing, an other categories.
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State-performance – Deliberating state-level variations
Dwelling deeper into the regional level analysis of the states of India, companies can consider targeting specific regions on the basis
of their value propositioning and applicability to specific sets of consumers. As can be seen from the following charts, while overall
India presents a lucrative opportunity of growth, the country can be further segregated by the potential states offer in terms of GDP
contribution to the nation, Ease of Doing Business (EoDB), and overall employment.
GSDP by state (At current prices, base year 2011-12)*

GSDP (in INR billion, 2017-18)
Note*: States/UTs with less than INR 1,000 billion GSDP have been excluded (Sikkim, Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Chandigarh, Arunachal Pradesh, Nagaland,
Manipur, Mizoram, Tripura, Meghalaya, Goa, and Puducherry)
Source: MoSPI, GoI, accessed on 7 August 2019

Gross state domestic product (GSDP) of nine states/UTs, including Jharkhand, Bihar, Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Uttarakhand, West
Bengal, Assam, Telangana, and Haryana, grew faster than overall Indian average growth rate year-on-year (YoY). Further, Gujarat,
Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Uttar Pradesh, and Maharashtra contribute more than INR 10 trillion as GSDP to the Indian economy.
Higher GSDP of the states mentioned above usually implies higher manufacturing and services driven states. This also implies higher
economic activities and relatively better consumer sentiment. Further, higher optimism and better sentiments may lead to increased
consumption, thus driving the consumer markets.
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Per Capita Net State Domestic Product (NSDP) – At current prices, with base year 2011-12

Per capita NSDP (in INR '000)

Puducherry

Delhi

Chandigarh

West Bengal

Andaman & Nicobar Islands

Uttarakhand

Tripura

Uttar Pradesh

Telangana

Tamil Nadu

Sikkim

Rajasthan

Punjab

Odisha

0%

Mizoram

0

Nagaland

2%

Meghalaya

50

Manipur

4%

Maharashtra

100

Kerala

6%

Madhya Pradesh

150

Karnataka

8%

Jharkhand

200

Jammu & Kashmir

10%

Haryana

250

Himachal Pradesh

12%

Goa

300

Gujarat

14%

Bihar

350

Chhattisgarh

16%

Assam

400

Andhra Pradesh

18%

Arunachal Pradesh

450

YoY growth (in %)

Source: MoSPI, GoI, accessed on 7 August 2019

As can be witnessed from the chart above, 15 states/UTs have a per capita NSDP of more than INR 150,000 and 6 states/UTs have
a per capita NSDP of over INR 200,000. States/UTs recording a per capita NSDP higher than India’s per capita net national income
(INR 112,835) are likely to have higher per capita volume of goods and services produced. Greater production volumes drive
employment as well as overall income.
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Employment

States can also be measured by their employment levels. The states with a higher level of employment imply they generate a greater
number of jobs for their population, which is a good indicator of development. The pay scale of these jobs also becomes an
important parameter, however, the per capita domestic product (analysed above) is taken as a proxy in view of absence of reliable
pay data for jobs across the states.
Employment at state level*

State population employed (in millions, 2011)
Note*: The employment data excludes temporary/partial workers and workers in unorganised sectors. Further, states/UTs with less than 10 million employed
population have been excluded (Sikkim, Daman and Diu, Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Lakshadweep, Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Himachal Pradesh, Chandigarh,
Arunachal Pradesh, Nagaland, Manipur, Mizoram, Tripura, Meghalaya, Goa, and Puducherry).
Source: Census India, Labour Bureau, GoI, accessed on 7 August 2019

Nine states - Chhattisgarh, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Odisha, and Gujarat have their share of employment (as a percent share of their population) greater than the average Indian share of 39.8 percent.
Further, Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, and Maharashtra contribute the largest share of working population – each state has over 100 million
working people.
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Ease of Doing Business (EoDB)

The World Bank ranks various nations globally with respect to the extent of conducive environment provided to the businesses in
those countries. Facilitated by the Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (GoI), the World Bank also ranks states within India
according to their ease of doing business indices, which is based on the annual business reforms action plan (BRAP). This state-level
EoDB ranking provides a glimpse of the willingness of the states to reform and attract investments. The states are classified under
four categories:

EoDB ranking of states (2017-18)
Himachal Pradesh

87.90

Uttar Pradesh

94.89

Sikkim

0.14

Jammu & Kashmir

32.76

Bihar

81.91

Delhi

Chandigarh

31.69

11.54

Uttarakhand

94.24

Haryana

98.06

Arunachal Pradesh

Punjab

0

54.36

14.16

95.70

Mizoram

Madhya Pradesh

3.66

Meghalaya

97.30

0

Gujarat

97.99

West Bengal

94.59

Tripura

22.45

Dadra & Nagar Haveli

Odisha

92.08

Chhattisgarh

21.88

97.31

Maharashtra

Telangana

92.88

98.28

Goa

Karnataka

98.30

96.42

28.69

Tamil Nadu

15.65

90.68

44.82

Source: DIPP, GoI, accessed on 7 August 2019
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Puducherry

Kerala
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(with a score above 95%)
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Nagaland
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57.34
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While states such as Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, Jharkhand, Gujarat, and West Bengal consistently perform relatively better in the
EoDB rankings, Mumbai (Maharashtra) and Delhi (NCT of Delhi) together account for almost half of the FDI inflows in the country.
Greater ease of doing business is expected to have a direct impact on the amount of FDI inflow. Multinational companies and
brands are more willing to invest or set up their manufacturing/operations in states with better EoDB index. Further, multinational
companies operating in the country has a multiplier developmental impact on consumer industries. Such foreign companies bring
along latest technologies and practices that can be used by indigenous and local players. Further, the higher number of companies
operating in the region implies greater employment, increased consumption, and more product choices to consumers.

FDI inflows in states (as a % of total country FDI inflows – FY18)

25.7%
22.9%
18.5%
15.1%

7.8%
5.9%
4.1%

Maharashtra

NCT of Delhi

Karnataka

Andhra Pradesh

Tamil Nadu

Gujarat

Others

Source: DIPP, GoI, May 2019
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Internet speed

With the increasing internet penetration across the country, internet and broadband speed become important criteria to measure
the competitiveness of states. While the information on internet speed is not specifically gathered by the government, ministries
or government bodies, it is tested globally by one of the mobile and broadband network intelligence, testing applications and
technology companies. According to test results, the southern part of India has greater download and upload speed of internet. The
top 20 cities in terms of fastest broadband speed are presented below.
Broadband speed in India’s largest cities (Feb, 2018)

Chennai, Tamil Nadu
Bengalur, Karnataka

27.2

Hyderabad, Telangana

25.1

Delhi

13.6

Mumbai, Maharashtra

17

9.4

Surat, Maharashtra

16.8

11

Pimpri-Chinchwad, Maharashtra

15.4

11.8

Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh

15

9.4

Pune, Maharashtra

12.9

8.8

12.8

6

12.2

5.1

Ahmedabad, Gujarat

11.5

7

Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh

9.4

Jaipur, Rajasthan

17.4
17.1

12.1

Vadodra, Gujarat

Patna, Bihar

20.4

11.2

Thane, Maharashtra

Nagpur, Maharashtra

28.9

23.6

18.2

Kolkata, West Bengal

Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh

31.1

26.6
26.6

Vishakhapatnam, Andhra pradesh

Indore, Madhya Pradesh

32.7

26.2

10.4

6.5
6.3
4.8

Download speed (in Mbps)

11.4

9

7.8

Upload speed (in Mbps)

Source: 'Based on Ookla's analysis of Speedtest data - India's Digital Divide: How Broadband Speed Splits the Nation, Speedtest', 7 March 2018
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Internet speed carries significant criticality due to the rapid growth of e-commerce channel and increasing focus on digitised
shopping. The tasks related to a consumer's shopping journey that include browsing web for products, checking the availability of
products online, comparing prices and buying at a e-tailing site, and posting reviews of products on social media, can now be done
online. Further with the government pushing digital payment and digitising the economy, internet and data carry more importance
than ever.
The above mentioned parameters are only a few among various areas that companies may consider to shortlist the geographic
regions for their investments and operation as deemed suitable according to their strategic choices. It is essential for brands to
have a complete know-how of the consumer groups they want to target, their buying characteristics and preferences, and the
characteristics of the regions where they live. These nuances need to be considered, the challenges need to be seen as opportunities,
and branding needs to be adequate across all channels to make a mark in the ever-growing consumer market.

19
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Nuances of
your niche
Tapping consumers’ altering buying behaviour –
evolution of the shopping journey
The modern Indian consumer has evolved from being reactive, waiting for information to reach him or her, to
being proactive−actively seeking product information, comparing products available in the market, and taking
informed decisions. This tectonic shift in consumer behaviour is mainly driven by the following factors:
01. Changing lifestyle
Factors such as higher disposable incomes, consumers’ aspirations to improve their quality of life, and
increasing access to global information and products are resulting in changing consumers’ lifestyle. The
altering lifestyle is in turn leading to a change in consumers’ shopping basket, which is now adding highquality and better options. The rising upper and middle classes, which account for the majority of the
consumption, are mainly interested in enhancing their shopping baskets.

Sedentary lifestyle
Sedentary lifestyle, coupled with lack of physical activity and changing eating habits, also plays a part
in rewriting business rules for the retail industry. These factors have led consumers pick healthier
variants of food products, such as low-fat options, gluten-free and dairy-free options, organic and
chemical-free food items, and products manufactured using natural ingredients.
20
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Physical inactivity levels* in different countries (2016)

34%
India

40%
US

36%
UK

14%
China

*Physical inactivity implies lack of recommended level of regular physical activity
According to Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR), a majority of the Indians
lead a sedentary lifestyle with minimum or no physical activity. Further, according
to a study conducted by ICMR in 2018, the level of physical inactivity in Indians has
increased rapidly to 54.4 percent.
Source: Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR); https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/health/34indians-not-active-enough-who/article24874341.ece; data by WHO)

02. Advancement in technology
New technologies are transforming the retail scenario in India by influencing
consumers’ purchase decisions and redefining their shopping journey. The current
retail scenario is characterised by advanced technologies and digital solutions.
Modern consumers are aware and know what they want. Before buying anything,
they do thorough research online, check reviews, and compare all options
available in the market and their prices. To attract such an informed set of
consumers is an onerous task. Therefore, modern retailers are using advanced
technologies, such as data analytics, social media, machine learning, and chat
bots, to know their consumers better, identify factors that trigger purchase, and
formulate their marketing strategies to target consumers.
These developments are also influencing consumers’ decisions related to
discretionary spend. A big chunk of discretionary spend goes towards consumer
durables − a product segment that has been closely related with growth in GDP
and rising household income.
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1990s
households

Sources: Media articles, Deloitte analysis
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Current
households
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Next decade
households
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03. Greater and easy access to different types of data

The implementation of new technologies and the e-commerce boom have given consumers and retailers
easy access to data, which is generated by analysing consumers’ online activities:

Activity-based

data

mined from users’ activities such
as website usage, purchase history;
call centre, and telephonic, mobile, and
internet data

24

Social network

data

to track users’ public and personal
interests and preferences, work
history, group memberships, and
lifestyle-related information

Social and political
influences and sentiment

data

to understand the motivation
driving consumers’ actions, and
provide insights through users’
reviews and comments, customer
service records, etc.
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04. Growth of internet

India has the second highest number of internet users and is the second-largest smartphone market in the world
after China. Interestingly, most of the web traffic in India originates from mobile phones. Both e-commerce and
m-commerce are increasing in India, indicating consumers’ inclination towards online shopping.
Sources: Media articles

India is the second-largest
smartphone market globally
and accounts for nearly 10% of
the global smartphone sales

Smartphone users in India
(In millions)

CAGR 8.1%

442

299
260
US$
154.6*

US$
107.6*

*Average revenue
(e-com) per user

2016

2017

2022F

Sources: Payment System Indicators, Reserve Bank of India, accessed on 21 June 2018; Economic Times
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Customer’s buying journey

Past

Sources: Deloitte analysis
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Present

Future
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Identifying your niche – Moving away from mass targeting
The modern consumer market, which also includes millennials and Generation Z, is diverse. It is expected to witness six generations
of consumers by 2025.

2025 Indian Population in million

373

448

230

148

17

246

Alpha
Gen
2017xx

Gen Z
20002016

Millenial
19801999

Gen X
19651979

Baby
Boomers
19461964

Silent
Gen
19281945

Source: Deloitte analysis

•• Each of these generations have faced different events/disruptions/
lifestyle during its lifetime
•• Companies will need to understand the evolving consumer better due to the
shifts happening in technology, consumer behaviour and convergence
across sectors, to adapt their organisations.
These consumers are well informed and confident, and do not settle for
anything but best. They not only love experimenting but also know what they
want. This scenario poses a significant challenge for retailers – how to attract
and woo such a diverse set of consumers? One of the commonly used ways
is tribetailing.
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Artificial
intelligence data

Machine
learning
Social media
analytics

Tribetailing
It is a retail strategy in which companies identify and cater to a niche set of consumers. As consumers’ preferences are changing at
a dynamic pace with an evolving retail environment, tribetailing helps retailers connect with buyers and understand them better.
Riding on the digital wave, retailers are using advanced technologies, such as artificial intelligence, machine learning, and social
media analytics, to get information about consumers’ shopping history, behaviour, preferences, and online activities.
This information helps retailers group consumers in different categories and come up with bespoke solutions, and devise
personalised marketing and promotional programmes (such as membership and loyalty programmes and discounts) to target niche
consumer segments.

Brand
aficionado
Shows complete
loyalty to a
brand - a brand
devotee

Procrastinator
Postpones
purchases –
usually makes
last-minute
purchases

Source: Deloitte analysis
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Experimental

Gift lover

Wants to try
new and unique
products

Typically shops
for gifts or
related purposes

Re-loader

Researcher

Shops
majorly for
replenishment
of products

Carries out
extensive
research
before making
purchase

Impulsive
shopper

M-shopper

Makes impulsive
purchases
while browsing
through
products

Indulges in
online shopping
through
handheld
devices

Social
butterfly

Value
seeker

Shares purchases
and experiences
online, and is
highly active on
social networking
sites

Seeks ‘value
for money’
and purchases
only if there
is clear value
proposition
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Consumer personas
Consumer personas for shoppers can be broadly segregated into 10 major categories.

Brand aficionado

Researcher
Gift lover

Experimental

Impulsive
shopper
Social
butterfly

Re-loader
Value
seeker
M-shopper
Procrastinator
Source: Deloitte analysis
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Tribetailing for ageing population
The tribetailing tactic has been seen to prove quite effective in persuading the elderly to head to a retail store by customising and
easing their shopping journey. As ageing people require more help, attention, and care, retailers can encourage them to leave the
comforts of their homes by offering various features.
A globally acknowledged and well-practiced example of tribetailing for the ageing population is given below. Various features to
facilitate the shopping journey of the elderly include:
•• Modified escalators to provide easy accessibility to various floors in a shopping mall/big retail complex
•• Exclusive pension day discounts
•• Supermarkets with magnifying lenses on shopping baskets and shelves, brighter and more natural lights, non-slippery floors
and emergency call options
•• Adequate shelving heights so that older consumers are not required to either reach too high or bend too low for their common
products
Similarly, Indian consumer segments are also responding to specific needs of the elderly. New e-tailers that provide exclusive
products and services for the older population are coming up in the market in times when nuclearisation is on the rise, and the
senior citizens require more care and assistance. While various start-ups are delving into this space in India, the market specific to
elderly, especially offline, still remains in the nascent stage.

Delighting customers with made-to-order offerings
Mass marketing techniques are increasingly being replaced by made-to-order techniques that involve personalisation and
customisation. Retailers are preferring a multi-pronged approach to attract consumers who are more prone to switch brands over
things such as reward programmes, aftersales services, and brand image in the market. Retailers can use tribetailing to differentiate
themselves in the market, and offer personalised and customised products to inculcate a sense of privilege in consumers.
Tribetailing and personalisation are increasingly picking pace in the luxury segment. Some categories, such as fine dining, hotels and
travel, concierge services, jewellery, gadgets, personal care, and wines, are driving growth of the segment. To seize this opportunity,
many Indian companies operating in the luxury segment have changed their marketing and promotional strategies, and repositioned
themselves as premium players. They are conducting predictive analysis of social media profiles of customers for targeted marketing
and drafting their digital marketing strategies on the basis of micro segmentation to offer a tailored experience to consumers.
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Case studies
Luxury chocolates by a major FMCG conglomerate
One of the major FMCG conglomerates in India launched its luxury chocolate segment in
India. The key differentiators for this chocolate to make it feature in the luxury segment
include:
•• Cocoa for the chocolate is sourced from the world’s finest cocoa growing regions,
including Ghana, Cote D’Ivoire, Madagascar, Santo Domingo, Venezuela, and Sao Tome.
•• Special master chocolatiers and international chefs are appointed to blend
the cocoa with exotic ingredients and craft it into fine chocolates that
provide sensational flavours and aromas.
•• To make it a more personalised experience, consumers are also
provided an opportunity to design their own chocolate cups from an assortment of
creations.

Ready-to-wear offerings by a major apparel brand
A major apparel manufacturer established exclusive stores to offer greater convenience
and luxury feel and experience to its consumers. The stores fuse cutting edge technology
with superior hospitality to redefine consumer experience. Similarly, their thoughtfully
conceptualised fitting rooms eliminate the need for consumers to carry the clothing.
Instead, preferred garments with desired size and colours are made available inside the
trial room wardrobe.
To revamp the look and feel of the stores, the company used digital signboards and visuals.
This revamp helped the brand become more appealing and attractive to consumers.
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A consumer goods company woos consumers through a targeted marketing
campaign
A consumer goods company planned a marketing campaign to ensure the success of
one of its products across Asia. It used a cloud and API-based technology to analyse
user-generated content around their campaign hashtags and Valentine’s Day. The
company used this information to create and deploy six-second bumper ads daily
during the campaign on various social media and video platforms. It also monitored
comments related to its campaign using natural language API, and drew insights to
improve the campaign to ensure that it resonates with their audience across those
social channels.
The campaign was well received and influenced about 500 million people, preferring
to make the product purchase.

Capitalising sports events to increase sales
To cash in the cricket frenzy of people during the world cup and other
tournaments, a fast-food joint launched pizzas to resonate cricket themes.
It launched a Pizza League campaign – to market these pizzas on TV, print,
and digital media. These pizzas had the favourite flavours of most popular
cricket teams. The campaign was a great success, leading to the fast-food
joint’s growing popularity.
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The unnoticed and underestimated rural consumer
The country’s rural consumer market has a lot of untapped potential. The rural segment constitutes nearly two-thirds (68 percent) of
the country’s population—contributing significantly to the economy. Easier access to infrastructure and data is likely to support the
growth of the rural segment.

Rural population has been large and expected to remain so…
Current rural
population:
847 million
12%
12%

Metro

10%
10%
4%
4%
10%
10%

13%
13%
5%
5%
12%
12%

Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 3

13%
13%

Rural

Projected rural
population:
823 million
12%
12%

Tier 4

51%
51%

Rural

2016
2016
2016
Rural Areas
Rural Areas

17%
17%

Small towns around
rural agglomerates

42%
42%

Rural low
density areas

2025
2025
2025
Tier 4
Tier 4

Tier 3
Tier 3

Tier 2
Tier 2

Tier 1
Tier 1

Metros
Metros

Source: World Bank, Newspaper reports, MORD, GOI, Deloitte Analysis

•• Tier-4 areas are acting as agglomerates of rural areas developed into small towns with improving infrastructure.
•• More than half of India’s industrial production comes from rural India.
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The discretionary spending in rural areas remained low compared with urban areas over the years.
Spend breakdown in rural areas

Others

83%

Durable goods

4.50%

Entertainment

5.30%

17%

Consumer
Services

Basic

Discretionary

Source: World Bank, Newspaper reports, MORD, GOI, Deloitte Analysis
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Rural areas present a promising opportunity for consumer markets
Contribution by rural areas
Nearly two-thirds or 68%
population contribution
~170 million
households

!

~50% GDP
contribution
~40% FMCG sales
contribution
Nearly 50% two-wheelers
and 30% four-wheelers
contribution by volume
About 45% telecom
contribution

Why rural markets will continue
to thrive in future?

Accessibility

Affordability

Awareness

Better road
connectivity
has made it
easier for rural
population to
reach bigger
towns –
implying greater
consumption

Better
infrastructure
has allowed
rural consumers
to explore
non-agrarian
employment
opportunities –
leading to higher
disposable income

Greater
penetration
of phones and
internet (mobile
data) has led
to increased
awareness

Source: Planning the route to growth in rural markets, Nielsen, 2018; Govt. of India Census 2011; IBEF; Media articles

Rural consumers have significantly evolved following an increase in internet and smartphone
penetration. With increasing connectivity, rural consumers have connections and links with urban
people and even with people in the foreign countries. There is a large information flow from
developed areas to the rural and lower tier regions, leading to increased awareness among the
rural population.
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The government is also taking various developmental measures, including infrastructure (physical and digital) development, to uplift
the rural and non-urban regions.
Government expenditure on rural development
Rural development expenditure (US$ bn)

16.1
14.6

11.8
10.3

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

Source: World Bank, Media reports, Ministry of Rural Development, GOI

Some major steps taken by the government in the recent past include:
•• Financial inclusion through 18.05 lac rural Jan Dhan accounts opened in rural/semi urban India (Dec 2017) and banking through
post offices
•• 814 crore person days employment generated during 2014-17
•• 90 lakh hectare of irrigation potential identified in 2016-17
•• 47,447 km of road built in 2016-17 at 130 km/day
•• 100 percent electrification of villages
•• 15 percent YoY growth in internet penetration
Further, in its recent budget, the government announced the following steps to enhance development in rural regions:
•• By 2022, every single rural family to have access to electricity and clean cooking facility
•• Housing for all – In its second phase, 1.95 crore houses will be constructed under the PMAY-Gramin scheme in over FY19-22 to
provide housing for all by 2022
•• PM Sadak Yojana – In its third phase 1,25,000 km of roads will be constructed over the next five years at a cost of INR 80,250 crore
•• Internet provision for every Panchayat through the PPP model
Source: Media articles; Union Budget documents
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Rural consumer, then and now
Traditional rural consumer

Modern rural consumer

Patriarchal setup still
exists but greater role
of women in day-to-day
household purchases

Major concerns
regarding basic
needs of food,
clothing, and shelter
Main
source of earning is
agricultural output
and thus, dependent
on monsoon
and government
subsidies
Relied on
conventional
channels for
purchase decisions
Patriarchal setup
where almost all
purchase decisions
taken by men
Decisions
driven by
necessity and
costs

More aspirational
– concerned about
social image and
brand awareness

More connected,
implying access to
online means to
connect, gather
information, and
make purchases

Decisions driven
more by value of
product and returns
generated from
purchase

Other changes
include upgrading from
feature phone to smartphone,
CRT TV to LCD/LED TVs, tooth
powder to toothpaste, local snacks
to packaged and ready-to-eat food,
and cycle as mode of conveyance
to motor-vehicles (majorly
bikes)
Low reliance on
agricultural income and
greater diversification
of work and income
sources

Greater focus on
health, education,
and comfort

Source: Deloitte analysis
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Case studies
Touching the lives of rural people by creating a network of
local shops
An e-commerce start-up has come up with a unique idea to
create a distribution platform to sell products with the help
of a network of local mom-and-pop shops in rural areas. The
company uses the knowledge of local retailers – know-how
and the pulse of local consumers – to influence their small and
big purchasing decisions.
It provided these shops assistance in the form of tablets
running product catalogues. It also educated retailers on
how to use its app and order products. Traditional retailers
present these catalogues to the local consumers coming to
their shops, and place orders on their behalf. These retailers
then take delivery of products, and receive a commission
from the e-commerce company for converting leads into
shoppers. At present, the company has a network of more
than 2,000 local shops across an equal number of towns in
rural areas.
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Companies, thus, need to strategise their offerings keeping minute variations among consumers in mind:

Build customised
experiences

Pre-shopping analytics will be the critical agent to drive
customisation.

Redefine customer
segmentation

Future customer will need to be targeted with customised and
relevant value proposition.

Digital
engagement

Consumers need to be engaged digitally to map their nuanced
category dynamics and consumer behaviour.

Building
micro-influencers

Customers will have to select trusted influencers, which
companies will need to identify and partner with.

Omni-channel
engagement

Customers would want brands to understand them regardless of
touchpoint and remember their experience with the brand.

Keeping up with the consumer/human needs
How do we keep up with the consumer who’s always changing? If you focus on today,
by tomorrow, it will be outdated because of the pace of change. The companies who
are successful look at the core needs of our customers - like health, nutrition, and
mobility - and then present them with a new version of the future that meets these
needs in ways they didn’t even think they wanted.
Vicky Eng
Global Consumer and Retail Leader, Deloitte
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Brands are adopting unique strategies to overcome the challenges and cater to the demands of new rural consumer.

Radio subscription for brand advertising
A major FMCG company used the traditional radio service
with an innovative approach.
•• It offered free radio subscription services.
•• It allowed consumers to subscribe, even on their feature
phones.
•• The services included entertainment offerings
interspersed with brand advertisements.
•• On the basis of call duration, the company measured
users' engagement level.

Tie-ups with local distributors for last-mile delivery
One of the biggest e-commerce players in the world tied-up with
a local player to bridge the last-mile gap in rural areas:
•• The company appointed offline partners across retail points,
such as mom-and-pop stores, and mobile shopping outlets.
•• The local partnership helped in advertising and promoting
products from the e-commerce player.
•• Nearly 75 percent of the new consumers for the e-commerce
giant are from tier-III cities and smaller towns.
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Introducing smaller packaging
•• Various FMCG and consumer goods companies have
introduced their products in smaller packages.
•• Smaller packaging helps a company provide products
to rural consumers at lower costs and increase its sales
volume.
•• Smaller packages, such as sachets and one-time-use
packs, are proving to be highly successful in rural regions.

Source(s): Deloitte analysis
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Omnipresence
Reaching out to consumers at the right time and place
First retailers need to know who are their consumers, and then connect with them at all digital touchpoints
throughout their buying journey.
Consumer buying journey is already heavily influenced by digital touchpoints

inspiration
1 FindFamiy
and friends
TV and Radio
Experience
YouTube
Cooking blogs
Pinterest
Crowd-sourcing offerings
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and research
2 Browse
In-store associate
Direct mail
Retailer website
Manufacture website
Personalised messaging

and validate
3 Select
In-store displays
Product packaging
QR code
In-store kiosks
Mobile apps
Digital self displays
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Artificial intelligence, machine learning, advance data analytics, and other cognitive technologies, provide retailers enough ways to
know their consumers.

and pay
4 Purchase
In-store coupons

5 Consumption
Connected devices

Assisted check-out
Mobile check-out
On-demand delivery
'Just walk out’ payment
Mobile coupon push notification

Wearables
Contextual push notifications

6 Reconsider
Customer service
Loyalty programmes
Recommendation to friend/family
Blog/social media post
Recurring subscriptions
Online product review
Loyalty apps

Legend

5k

Traditional touchpoints
Digital touchpoints
Next-gen digital touchpoints

Ex

it

Source: Deloitte analysis
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E-commerce as an influencer
Total retail sales in 2017 reached about US$ 795 billion, wherein e-commerce retail sales constituted about US$ 24 billion. The total
retail sales and e-commerce sales are expected to increase to US$ 1,200 billion and US$ 84 billion, respectively, by 2021.

Indian e-commerce market
- by value (US$ billion)

CAGR 19%

200
CAGR 32%
84
CAGR 47%
24

2.4

2011

2017

2021f

2026f

Sources: EIU, IBEF, Media articles, Deloitte analysis

High growth in the e-commerce market is majorly attributable to factors, including1:
•• Increasing internet penetration: Internet users in India are expected to increase from 432 million in 2016 to 647 million by 2021,
taking the internet penetration from 30 percent in 2016 to 59 percent in 2021.
–– Approximately 75 percent of the new internet users are expected to come from rural regions.
•• Rising number of online shoppers: The number of online shoppers are estimated to increase from current 15 percent of the
online population to 50 percent of the online population by 2026.
•• Increasing use of smartphones: Smartphone users in India are expected to increase from 260 million in 2016 to about 450 million
by 2022, which is also expected to drive m-commerce sales from US$ 10.5 billion in 2016 to US$ 38 billion in 2020.
Today, consumers engage on numerous mediums, such as smartphones, websites, digital and print media, and physical stores.
They search on a mobile phone for a local restaurant in their city or a new place, and make online transactions and digital payments.
Low-cost mobile phones, better network coverage, affordable internet plans, and increased awareness driven by government
programmes are bridging the gap between the urban area and the rural area in India. Increasing internet penetration has led to
increased use of these mediums.

1

Media articles; Deloitte analysis
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Ad spend
The rising internet penetration is also shaping the Indian digital advertising industry. The advertisements on digital mediums is seen
to have a bigger impact on consumers. Digital media is expected to see the largest growth in terms of ad spends followed by television
and print.
The retail sector and the e-commerce segment divide their digital media budgets in the following way:

Video,
12%

Display,
18%

Others,
5%

Search,
26%

Retail

Video,
12%

Display,
14%

Social media,
39%

Others,
5%

Search,
43%

E-Commerce

Social media,
26%

(Source: Dentsu Aegis Network exchange4media Digital Report 2019, Exchange4Media, accessed in August 2019)

Ad spend on digital mediums is rising due to advancements in technology, improvements in data science and analytics, implementation
of algorithm to automate various procedures, better detection of ad fraud, and improved data policies and regulations.
Ad spend on television is expected to increase
at least with a CAGR of 8.5 percent to reach
INR 31,317 crore by 2021. Its contribution to the
Indian advertising industry is expected to marginally
decrease from current 39 percent to 37 percent
by 2021.
Ad spend on print is expected to rise at a CAGR of
2.4 percent to reach INR 20,680 crore by 2021 (share
is expected to decrease from current 31 percent to
24 percent in 2021).
Digital media is expected to grow at a CAGR of
32 percent to reach INR 24,920 crore. Its share is
expected to increase from current 17 percent, to
29 percent by 2021.

TV
Print
Radio
Cinema
Outdoor
Digital

(Source: Dentsu Aegis Network exchange4media Digital Report 2019, Exchange4Media, accessed in August 2019)
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Growth of digital payment modes
The RBI Ombudsman scheme for digital transactions defines a ‘Digital Transaction’ as:
“Digital Transaction means a payment transaction in a seamless system effected without the need for cash at least in one of the two
legs, if not in both. This includes transactions made through digital/electronic modes wherein both the originator and the beneficiary
use digital/electronic medium to send or receive money.”
The digital payments ecosystem has been on a constant rise. Rising internet penetration and government’s push towards digital
economy is leading to a greater smartphone penetration and use of e-payment instruments. The transition to a digital economy will
require payment acceptance systems to move to digital as the default option. Although m-wallets traditionally started with services
such as recharge, bill payments, and money transfer, consumers have started using them for other purposes, including shopping.
M-wallet transactions increased at a CAGR of more than 145 percent in value and 130 percent in volume over FY14-18.

While traditionally, m-wallets started with
services such as recharge and bill payments
and money transfer, these are now increasingly
being used for various shopping purposes.

M
wallet

M-wallets transactions in India (FY14-18)
M-wallet transactions increased
a CAGR of over 145% in value
1200
and 130% in volume over FY14-18.
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Sources: Payment System Indicators, Reserve Bank of India, accessed on 21 June 2018; Economic Times
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Case studies
Using smartphone data to read shoppers’ mind
A food and beverage company launched in-store display systems to show
personalised messages to consumers based on their smartphone data. It used
built-in smartphone features and beacon technology to interpret shoppers’ buying
preferences to enhance their in-store experience. The personalised displays not
only helped drive sales of the company’s products but also increased overall sales of
carbonated drinks in its retail outlets.

Riding the wave of internet retailing to reach end-consumers
A marketplace managing company started a network of virtual inventory
store. It partnered with various brick-and-mortar companies based in different
regions, including Gujarat, Rajasthan, and Maharashtra, to offer their products.
The company has grown exponentially in a short span of four years. This
model has become quite popular among offline retailers as it gives them
an opportunity to explore the benefits of online retailing, and earn more by
catering to more end-consumers.
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Future/use of technology and data analytics in retail marketing
Internet of things (IoT)
IoT is a system that can transmit data over a network without human or computer intervention. It creates a network among devices
connected by internet. At present, organisations across industries have started using IoT to understand their customers, operate
more efficiently, and improve their decision-making abilities. India’s IoT market is expected to grow in the next few years. The
number of units under IoT is expected to increase to 1.9 billion by 2020, growing at a CAGR of 137.2 percent over 2016-20, compared
with the global growth at 33.6 percent. The industrial IoT market size in the country is expected to reach US$ 4.95 billion by 2020. In
addition, industries such as utilities, manufacturing, automotive, transportation, and logistics are expected to see the highest IoT
adoption level in India.
Source: Growth of Immersive Media - A Reality Check, Nasscom, 2019

This growth is driven by government initiatives, increasing acceptance of smart applications, and rising internet penetration across
the country. The ‘100 smart cities’ project is one such government initiative which is expected to drive the country's IoT market in
coming years.
AR/VR market
According to the IMC 2018 report, the size of the augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) market in India is expected to
increase from US$ 52.7 million to US$ 234.4 million by 2023. AR-VR players improve availability of skilled talent using both formal and
vocational education. They also focus on creating customised content to appeal to people across age groups, cultures, regions, and
other demographics, as well as for businesses.
Figure: AR/VR growth across markets
2017-22

2015-17
Country
Canada
USA
Latin America
UK
France
Germany
ME & Africa
India
China
Japan

Since 2017
(US$ billion)

CAGR
(in %)

Since 2002
(US$ billion)

CAGR
(in %)

AR

0.2

168%

6.1

90%

VR

0.1

55%

0.7

49%

AR

2.6

159%

59.3

86%

VR

1.1

48%

6.6

44%

AR

0.4

139%

5.4

71%

VR

0.1

43%

0.6

39%

AR

0.6

157%

0.2

85%

VR

0.3

49%

12.5

45%

AR

0.4

153%

8.1

83%

VR

0.1

49%

0.9

45%

AR

0.8

148%

15.7

80%

VR

0.3

45%

3.5

43%

AR

0.3

136%

0.4

69%

VR

0.1

41%

0.1

37%

AR

0.2

172%

6.0

91%

VR

0.1

57%

0.6

57%

AR

0.6

170%

15.6

92%

VR

0.2

55%

1.6

50%

AR

0.7

165%

17.7

89%

VR

0.2

50%

1.6

45%

Size is in US$ billion (also for 2017-22 calculated with values from 2018-22), CAGR in %
Source: Nasscom, Deloitte analysis
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Artificial intelligence and machine learning
Retail has been one of the early adopters of artificial intelligence solutions. Applications such as improving user experience by
providing personalised suggestions, preference-based browsing, and image-based product searches, have evolved because of
advancement in artificial intelligence and its use in retail.
Artificial intelligence has the potential to disrupt the entire shopping journey of consumer in the following ways:
•• Awareness: Application areas include personalised feeds and information on relevant options, artificial intelligence branding using
big data analytics, and predictive computing
•• Consideration: Customer demand anticipation, artificial intelligence-enabled chat-bots/customer service agents to resolve queries
and educate consumers, etc.
•• Purchase: 24*7 artificial intelligence-enabled robot manned stores, and automatic and self-checkouts
•• Aftersales: Chat bots personalised according to consumers’ shopping pattern and behaviour, artificial intelligence-enabled service
mechanism to provide quick and accurate resolution
•• Loyalty: Customised loyalty programme driven by consumers' buying pattern and average monthly spend, automated and
relevant recommendations of new products and services being offered specifically to a particular set of consumers
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The wow experience
Retail is evolving into a new dimension of retailtainment. In today’s ultra-competitive market, consumers look forward to an
enhanced shopping experience where they are immersed into a completely new dimension and get to know about new products and
features, engage with technology and devices, experience delectable global cuisines, get absorbed into virtual entertainment, special
events and product launches, etc.
Physical retail stores are piloting AR/VR-based virtual trials at their stores in India. These stores are redefining the extent of
convenience for consumers.

Digital engagements across consumer buying journey
Digital is expected to remain a major disruptor in the retail market as it is enabling retailers to explore new models to stay relevant
and ahead of the curve. It is also changing the way consumers research and buy products. Now they browse products, understand
their features, research on different websites, compare prices, and purchase through mobile phones, computers, and other devices
anytime.
The following examples shed some light on how significantly brands influence consumers’ buying journey:
•• Finding inspiration – A major health food manufacturer partnered with a multinational company’s voice assistant product to
design an app that helps users look for healthy recipes. The move established the health food manufacturer as an innovator in the
market and allowed consumers to find innovative food recipes in the comfort of their homes.
•• Browsing and researching – A multinational food company used IoT to help its consumers browse through its products easily just
by scanning a QR code. The use of technology also enabled users to view and understand the entire farm-to-fork process, ensuring
transparency.
•• Selecting and validating – One of the health drink brands in Australia used a new GPS labelling system to increase transparency
and win consumers’ trust. It allowed consumers to check the source of fruits used in the product, and take a virtual food tour to
explore the manufacturing process.
•• Purchasing and paying – One of the major global food and beverage
companies partnered with a meal kit provider to sell its beverages along
with meal combinations. It also offered easy pickup from e-grocery points
in highly populated urban areas and at university campuses to cater to
increasing demand of aerated beverages from students.
•• Consuming – A globally renowned liquor brand launched its alcohol
bottle with a printed sensor tag. The tag enables the alcohol producer to
send personalised messages on users’ smartphones, thus indulging in
relevant and target advertising.
•• Reconsidering – A major FMCG brand reconsidered its strategy
to attract consumers and introduced an app that allows users to
design brand-inspired creations. The brand uses its app, along with
an artificial intelligence powered camera, to allow users make these
creations, which can be shared on social networking sites. The move
provided the company an entertaining way to engage consumers
who act as brand advertisers on social media.
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Video and voice – The era of vernacular
Vernacular content (offering services in local/regional languages) is proving to be the next big thing to
connect with the non-urban population. Internet users are increasingly giving preference to content
in their local languages. Further, various non-internet users are now being targeted by companies
to come aboard and engage in a seamless online experience in the language of their choice, thus
enhancing their online experience. Various consumer companies have either started offering or are
planning to offer their web content in regional languages to meet the evolving demands of consumers.
Vernacular is changing the ball game of video and voice content consumed by consumers, especially
on social networking and video sites by young consumers. With increasing internet and smartphone
penetration in India, the millennials in India are estimated to spend nearly 17 hours online every week
– with the major activities being social networking, streaming music and videos, and online shopping.
With such a significant engagement through online channels, social networking sites have become a
medium for instant gratification for the millennials and younger generations. Social media is also a
noteworthy medium for digital advertising; it accounts for nearly 28 percent of the digital advertising
market in India. While e-commerce companies spend the most on social advertising, nearly 43 percent
of all digital advertisements are tailored for handheld devices.
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According to a survey conducted in 2018 by a major global online payment system company, social media platforms account for
nearly 79 percent of e-commerce in India.2
To tap the social commerce and video content market in India, one of the biggest e-commerce players globally has launched its
social commerce platform for Indian consumers. The platform is expected to lead consumers into discovery-based shopping. Many
other major players are planning to launch their social platforms to address the emerging needs of the youth in the country. Further,
various social commerce platforms are already functioning in the country, generating notable funding amounts from investors.
Companies are supplementing their product marketing and advertising with video content for consumers to relate more with
products and make informed purchase decisions. Technology such as AR is also being leveraged to enable users to upload their
images/videos and see how the product (usually apparel and accessories in this specific case) suits on them.
Similarly, the launch of digital in retail has provided opportunities for retailers to acquire new customers, engage better with existing
customers, reduce the cost of operations, and improve employee motivation, along with other benefits that have a positive influence
from a revenue and margin perspective. Digital has an impact on three key elements of the retail business and operating model –
Strategy (using IoT, big data, artificial intelligence, predictive analytics, automation, AR/VR, blockchain, etc.), Front-end (operations,
including store front, merchandising and promotion, customer experience, including loyalty, marketing and communications,
pricing, and POS solutions) and Back-end operations (making processes such as supply chain, logistics and warehousing, finance,
procurement and vendor management, and assortment mix and planning).
The major drivers of vernacular content, apart from the increased internet and smartphone penetration, are digitisation of rural
India and a vast majority of Indian population speaking local languages, with only ~15 percent of Indian population speaking English.
India currently has nearly 250 million4 local language internet users and this number is expected to go up to nearly 600 million users
by 2023. Around three-fourths6 of the internet users prefer content in local languages over English. As content and communications
are in English, brands miss out a huge chunk of potential buyers. These buyers are expected to connect better with the brand if the
communications are in local language. More than two-fifths of local language internet users find limited content availability in local
language to be a challenge. Four languages − Telugu, Marathi, Tamil, and Bengali – are expected to account for nearly one-third of
non-English internet users, whereas Hindi is expected to be the most used language.
Online retailers see this emerging segment as a new growth driver.
•• Recently, in August 2018, one of the major e-commerce companies acquired an artificial intelligence company that converts speech
into text in 10 Indian languages.
•• Another Indian e-commerce company has optimised its website for better shopping experience using Hindi.

Decoding: The millennial consumer, Live Mint, June 2018
Media articles, Census India, Deloitte analysis
4
Media articles, Census India, Deloitte analysis
5
https://www.livemint.com/opinion/online-views/opinion-vernacular-india-is-the-next-big-internet-wave-1551639757291.html
2
3
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Case studies

Major e-commerce company launching its services in Hindi
A major global e-commerce player in India has launched its
website and app in Hindi to enhance customer experience and
cater to users who do not converse in English. The company
intends to acquire 100 million consumers via the launch of Hindi
versions of its digital platforms. It also plans to launch its website/
app in other majorly spoken Indian languages, such as Bengali,
Tamil, Kannada, and Telegu.
Giving voice to hunger to attract consumers
To engage its customers in a better way, an online food order
and delivery app company came up with a campaign based on a
concept that hunger always has a voice. As part of the campaign,
it invited its customers to take up a few challenges − recreating
the shape of some products, such as kebab skewer, nacho,
shawarma, and pancake, using the voice note feature on one of
the major social media platforms. The company received entries
from more than a lakh in just 10 days and its follower base on
social media increased significantly.

Offering services and content in local language
One of the consumer brands tackled an age-old problem of
communication barrier through its innovative and strategic solution:
•• It offered its online services to rural consumers in local/regional
languages.
•• The content offered was optimised for both feature and smartphone.
•• The brand witnessed a significant increase in traffic and user-clicks since
it has rolled out its local language content services.
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Winning them over
Resonating core brand values to connect with consumers
Winning consumers’ loyalty in the digital and dynamic business age is a big challenge. Modern retailers need to make concerted
efforts and investment in terms of time and effort to attract and retain modern consumers who are conscious, demanding, and picky.
Consumers are seen taking a lot of interest in ethical practices of companies they buy from and do not base their decisions solely on
one factor, i.e., price.

In addition to logic, they have
started giving importance to
emotions, brand image, origin
of product, environmental and
social impact, and core values of
companies.

Brand
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Consumers, especially millennials and Gen Zs, are expected to patronise and support companies that align with their values. It matters
to them whether companies are living up to their core values or not. Issues such as over-production, environment-conscious practices,
and transparency are also in consumers’ mind. Personal offers, discounts, membership schemes, reward points, easy exchange and
refund policies, and after sales and insurance programmes are some of the benefits companies offer to buy the loyalty of consumers.
According to a Deloitte survey, more than half of the consumers weigh these evolving value drivers more heavily than the traditional
ones and nearly 63 percent are willing to pay more for products where social impact values are demonstrated.
Increasing preference towards unadulterated products; and rising health and wellness consciousness and awareness regarding
implications of unsustainable social and environmental practices, are a few major reasons driving these changes.
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Gaining consumers’ loyalty
Mass marketing techniques are giving way to made-to-order techniques and old consumer loyalty schemes are being replaced by
loyalty programmes based on winning trust of consumers.
Both brick-and-mortar and online retailers need to refine their business models to incorporate guidelines of loyalty programmes
to adapt to the changing consumer markets. These programmes will also help them enhance customer engagement and shopping
experience, and induce frequent purchases from a brand. They make consumers feel privileged and give them a sense of elitism.
A majority of Indians (74 percent) prefer participating in a loyalty programme, especially digital loyalty programme attributes or
features.
Source: Get with the program, Nielsen, 2016

These programmes can be monetary and non-monetary in nature.
Monetary benefits
Free shipping
Product discounts
Free products
Rebates or cashback
Redeemable reward points
Non-monetary benefits
Personalised product or service experience
Higher priority service
Discounted shipping
Exclusive access to products
Recognition as a valued consumer
Apart from the factors mentioned above, future consumers would want to be associated with socially responsible and environmentfriendly brands that give back to society. They would value transparency, courage, innovation, and business ethics.

Discou

Source: Deloitte analysis
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Purpose to be at the heart of strategy and innovations
Modern consumers want companies to be driven by purpose and value. This purpose and value should resonate in companies’
marketing and promotional activities.
Younger generations think that their buying decisions have an impact on environment and the society at large. They speak with their
wallets in ways that seem different than previous generations. All consumers are susceptible to advertising, and get frustrated with
poor service and underperforming products. However, millennials and Generation Z start and stop relationships with companies for
very personal reasons, often related to a company’s positive or negative impact on the society.
For example, 42 percent millennials said they have begun or deepened a business relationship because they perceive a company’s
products or services to have a positive impact on society and/or the environment. Further, 37 percent said they have stopped
or lessened a business relationship because of the company’s ethical behaviour; conversely, 36 percent started/deepened a
relationship because they believed a company was ethical.
Source: Sustainable shoppers - Buy the change they wish to see in the world, Nielsen, November 2018

In a 2019 Deloitte Global survey of CXOs, 73 percent executives said their organisations had changed or developed products or
services in the past year to generate positive societal impact. This indicates that corporate sustainability is in high demand.
Importance of corporate sustainability among population
The following chart shows the percentage of people who strongly believe that companies should make efforts to improve
the environment.

81%

of global
respondents

80%
of men

81%
of women

80%

GENZ

85%

Millennials

79%

GEN X

72%

Baby boomers

Silent generation

65%

Source: Sustainable shoppers - Buy the change they wish to see in the world, Nielsen, November 2018
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Corporate sustainability across countries
The following chart shows the top countries where people give high importance to corporate sustainability:

94%

Venezuela

94%

96%

Philippines

Columbia

95%

Mexico

92%
Peru

92%

94%

97%

Brazil

92%

Argentina

94%

Indonesia

India

92%

Pakistan

Chile

Source: Sustainable shoppers - Buy the change they wish to see in the world, Nielsen, November 2018

That day is not far when the success of a retailer will be measured in terms of consumer experience and perception. In the future,
retailers’ success will be driven by the following factors:
•• In-depth understanding of consumer behaviour
•• Connection with consumers at all levels
•• Ability to adopt disruptive technologies and business models (both offline and online)
•• Building technical and digital capabilities to become future-ready
(Source: Get with the program, Nielsen, 2016)
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Case studies
Sports brand adopting a ‘mysterious’ approach to engage consumers
A sports merchandise company was looking to enhance consumer
engagement to increase its sales from existing customers and attract new
customers. To achieve these goals, it launched an experiential marketing
initiative. As part of the initiative, it organised an event where consumers
can win 'mystery items' by competing in a raffle contest across multiple
brand outlets in Mumbai. The initiative was a huge success and helped
the company enhance consumer engagement in an innovative way. The
company successfully engaged more than 300 consumers across the city
by dropping 'ghost' items as they tried to win 'mystery items' and celebrate
street style culture.

Loyalty programmes for increased conversion and top line growth
To build more convenience around eating and food delivery, one of the
major food delivery and restaurant service providers added a bunch of
new services for consumers over 2017-18. It launched various loyalty
programmes, each targeting specific set of consumers and provided offers
with a high value proposition to consumers – especially in metro cities
where consumers eat out more often. The company now has more than
700,000 active members enrolled in its loyalty programme – 71 percent
of them used their membership to redeem food while 29 percent opted
for drinks.
The loyalty programmes helped users save over INR 176 million in eating
out. Further, it helped the company raise funds equivalent to the cost of
2.2 million meals for an NGO foundation it supports.
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Key takeaways
Customisation and personalisation of products: With increasing competition among consumer brands in different product
categories, brands are finding it increasingly challenging to offer unique value propositioning. As a result, personalisation and bespoke
offerings are becoming a norm to attract and retain consumers. Do-it-yourself products, especially in the food and beauty segment,
reflect consumers’ desire to take control of what they eat, drink, and put on their skin.
Increased consciousness: Modern consumers are more connected and conscious. They are more aware of the brand they are using,
the sourcing and supply chain of raw materials used, the contents or ingredients of the food they are consuming, the environmental
and social impact of production processes, their own and brand’s values, etc. These consumers indulge in mindful consumption of
products, and are usually more thoughtful and influential in their purchase decisions.
Digital bonding: Consumers today are more connected than ever. The advancement in technology, and the rising internet and
smartphone penetration have facilitated information exchange from most advanced and developed countries to the remotest rural
regions in the country. This information exchange has allowed varied and distinct consumers to connect (through chatting, social
media, etc.) and pick up trends prevalent elsewhere, influencing consumers’ buying decisions. Consumers’ online and offline purchase
decisions are now increasingly affected by reviews from strangers and social media posts.
From B2C to C2B: Advancement and increased penetration in technology have made every consumer an expert. Consumers can
access internet and know everything about a product/service they wish to buy. This has led to a communication shift where earlier,
brands used to push products into the market, and now there is a greater pull of custom products from consumers. Brands are
listening more to consumers, and catering to niche segments to thrive in their respective segments and categories. There is a shift in
power between a retailer and a consumer in regard to information exchange, and a new meaning for the ‘word of mouth’ marketing
has emerged.
Greater responsibility: With increased concerns around broad issues (such as global warming, exploitation and implicit scarcity of
natural resources, and increasing wastage) and greater realisation of their implications, consumers are becoming more responsible
in choosing products. There is wider acknowledgement of the repercussions of using plastic bags, a greater focus on keeping
surroundings and areas clean and hygienic, and a greater acceptance and preference for eco-friendly and recyclable products.
Instant gratification: The changing lifestyle of consumers has made them busier than ever. There are greater expectations from
companies and consumers now want instant action on their requests just by a click on their phone screens. Brands are also evolving
by adopting lean and agile processes and being proactively responsive across any and every channel, including print, media, digital,
radio, and social media. Consumers are increasingly seeking seamless experiences that suit their routines and lifestyles.
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About Deloitte
All the facts and figures that talk to our size and diversity and years of experiences, as notable and important as they may be, are
secondary to the truest measure of Deloitte: the impact we make in the world.
So, when people ask, “what’s different about Deloitte?” the answer resides in the many specific examples of where we have helped
Deloitte member firm clients, our people, and sections of society to achieve remarkable goals, solve complex problems or make
meaningful progress. Deeper still, it’s in the beliefs, behaviours and fundamental sense of purpose that underpin all that we do.
Deloitte Globally has grown in scale and diversity—more than 263,900 people in 150 countries, providing multidisciplinary services yet
our shared culture remains the same.
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